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til don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily a Chanticleer in the morning tanding on hi roo
only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau

Coastal student second i

t

i

ha e ge

by MICHELLE LAMBERT
staff Writer

The fmal numbers have been received
in the AT&T challenge, leaving Mickey
Lincoln of Coastal in second place with
$1,828,255. Thcchallenge ended February
29, with Coastal Carolina in second place
out of the 600 schools participating.
Lincoln won $10,000 and a trip to the
Bahamas for his second place finish.
Coastal professor Gerrald Boyles placed

fourteen~ out of the 700 people m the
educator division. Boyle said that he was
very surprised that Mickey ended up in
second, because he was so far ahead of
everyone ju t last month. And while he was
a little disappointed Coastal didn't win he
was very proud of everyone.
Other students placing in the lOP 15
were Kevin Delaney, who placed eighth;
and Greg Roosenburg , who placed thirteenth.

Thcr er; also three other tud nts pIa in
in the top 1 .
The real te t, a cording to Boy
be next ear \Vhile Coa tal placed Ir Lla t
year and second thi y ar, ur tandmg next
year will be methmg to watch.
"Any ne can gelluc y, but con 1 len
i the real test," said Boyles. "And Coa tal'
consi tenc over the last t 0 year i reall
remarkable" .

Don't forge
Founder' 0 y,
3:00 p.m. on
Monday arc
23.

•
Japanese pianist featured in international musician's erIe

emeber to vo e
I t e S ude
Governme t
elec ions arc
23 & 24. Bring
your tuden 10
you ant to
ote
he 01
outside the
5 ude Cen e
and library.

Submitted by Public Relations

The second program of Musicale de
Geneve. a four-part festival of international
musicians in concert, will be held Wednesday. March 18 at USC Coastal Carolina
College when Japanese pianist Chicako
Shibata performs at 8 p.m. in Wheelwright
Auditorium. Admission is free and tickets
are not required. The public is invited.
A workshop/masterclass with Shibata
will beheld Thursday, March 19 at 10a.m.,
also in Wheelwright Auditorium. The
workshop is free and open to interested
musicians, teachers and the public.
The six musicians performing as part of
Musicale de Geneve met in 1990 while participating in an annual international music
competition held in Geneva. The series
reunites the musicians from the Soviet Union,

PERCE TAGE OF FRESHME
EMAINING AT COASTAL
1989 compared to 1990

Chicako Shibata will perform March 18 at 8 p.m., admission IS free. (photo
by R. Carpenter Tumer)
Japan, South Korea, Canada and the United
States.
Violinist Maria Schleuning, cellist
SungWon Yang and pianist Philip Powell
will perfonn together Friday, April 10; and
pianist Raymond Kilburn closes the series

Wednesday April 29. Pianist Ignat
Solzhenitsyn, son of Soviet novelist
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, opened dleconcert
series March 9.
.
Shibata was born in Japan and started

Spring Arts April
2 trough 3.

Continued on page 9.

Coastal baving pro
by LORI RICHARDSON
staff Wnter

"Lindy" Smith, director of institutional
percent
of the freshmen in fall of 1990 returned to
Coastal, whereas65percentofthefre hmen
in 1989 returned Through telephone surveys of random students who didn't return
to Coastal, the institutional research department learned that the major reason students
are nOl returning is due to finance. The
students said that they were taking a semes-

re~earch al Coastal said that only 55

ter off to earn money for living and tuition
expenses or that some were going home to
go to school because of co
and saving
money while living at home. Overall the
students id they will return 10 Coastal.
Some other thing effecting Coastal'
fre hmen retention rate are as follow :
• The nur ingprogram being tran ferred
from Coa tal to Horry-Georgetown Technical Col ge.
• Th c mg of the Myrtle Beach Air
Force Sa

thl

-"-
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Op/Ed

-

IIPlato is dear to me, but dearer still is truth.1I
-Aristotle

Editorials
Keep our last hope
How. How. I ask again rhetorically can this college expect to
maintain quality in the student media when they plan to phase out any
and all journalism classes offered?
How can astute professors arrogantly criticize and scrutinize
student media while they remain detached and uninvolved? We
always push students to get involved in activities. but that isn't the
problem in the media
department. We have
enough youngsters
who wantlo learn; the
professors and adCoastal must sustain only
ministrators are the
journalism course. Campus
ones who lack the inmedia would suffer
terest N t only is
there little interest.
otherwise.
but there is currently
a malignant movement in the administrative hierarchy to slam the door on journalism.
Remember. you get out of it what you put into it.
In the recent past there has been one journalism course offered per
joum r t
seme ter. The instructor has usually been.. profes i
working for The Sun News. the Knight-Ridder daily newspaper
serving Myrtle Beach. This is not the ideal scenario. but it has worked
well enough.
The journalism course must be sustained as an interim compromise until the administrators finally realize that it is time to hire a fulltime media coordinator/instructor. To discontinue the only hope of
support for college media at this school would be the first step in
nullifying the efforts of those students involved thus far.

Opinion:

%e

P.O Box 1954/ Conway, SC 29526/ (803)-349-2330

Editor-in-chief
BRIAN McGUIRE
Assistant Editor
SARAH LOUDIN

We need alternative entertainment

..

It's high time Coastal got a radio station. Really. what have we
been waiting for?
Realistically speaking, it would not require an astronomical
amount of time, money, or effort. A maximum of approximately 15
students would be needed to program. coordinate, and deejay.
We don't think
it would be a problem to recruit students to fill the jobs.
Could you imagine
just sitting around
Coastal needs a radio stalistening to music-tion. The students could
that could be your
realistically make it work.
job. No, really. I'm
not kidding.
Campu radio
stations are infamously known as being progressive. liberal, and maybe a little
radical. But why not? We're undergrads searching for ourselves. It
might be exactly what we need. We'll never know until we try it out.
Write to The Chanticleer if you think you could possibly assist
in campus radio production.

Opinion:

Chanticleer

Managing Editor
BARBARA AHRENS
Business Manager
DEBBIE RAHN
Adviser
LINDA SCHWARTZ

'

Photographers
STEVE WESTLUND
BILL FARLEY
BILL EDMONDS
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DAVID M. SCHULZ
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The Chanticleer is published every second Tuesday, except when extenuating circumstances apply.
Articles in The Chanticleer do not necessarily express the opinions of the staff of The Chanticleer,
or of Coastal Carolina College. Letters submitted will be edited. The Chanticleer is funded through
the Student Media Committee and advertising revenue. This newspaper is protected under the
copyrighllaws of the United States. All submissions become property of The Chanticleer.

MEMBER SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS ASSOCIATION COLLEGIATE DIVISION
I

LETTERS POLIC.Y

.

The Chanticleer encourages letters to the editor concerining interesting and timely topics. Allielters should be
signed with the author's name, address, telephone number-,'and major, position. or relation to the college. All
letters will be confirmed. Letters are accepted from parties from off-campus. All letters should be limited to 250
words. All submissions should be typed or legibly written. With no exceptions, allieners will be edited for length,
clarity, and libelous or lewd material. Any accusations made in letters by the author are subject to confmnation
and must be supported by factual materials. Letters may be delivered personally or through campus mail to The
Chanticleer office in room 202 of the Student Center. Letters may also be mailed to the above address.
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-The first sigh of love is the last of wisdom.-Antoine Bret
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Monk's Comer / Ahasuerus
Naked flame
She stands with a naked flame
I stand with the sons of Cain
Burned by the fue of love
Burned by the fife of love
t comes then full circle to love.
Love is, of course, a four-letter
word; and people either ignore it or
abuse it or confuse it Man will rise
= =..... and man will fall from the sheer
face of love like a fly from a wall. It's no
secret But why? How can there be so much
passion to love? Why can't we understand
it? What is it? How can it bind people,
groups, families, and nations together? What
makes it tick, and how does it make us tick?
Just for a point of reference, I'd like to
describe the five orders of love as described
in Kundalini Yoga The frrst, and earliest
and lowest and simplest, is the love of servant for master. This standard was set
thousands of years ago and is still present
today. Your pet loves you; it seeks only to
please you. This is also the level of the Old
Testament. "Yes, we here 0 Lord, and obey
your commandments." Not much room
there for thought, but I'm pretty sure fundamentalists and the New Right don't want us
to think. Just send in the money and drink
your kool-aid.
The second order is friend for friend.

These are the apostles of Christ, the Riggs
and Murtaugh ofLethal Weapon. This level
is a much more exciting realm where people
can interact and think and create, where we
grow together and experience new territory.
Where we males go out, get ~ male
bond, hug each other-but only when we're
drunk because we don't want anybody to
think we're gay.
The third order is parent for child. This
is Christmas and the Christian celebration of
the manger. I suppose this is also the Home
Alone level where everybody loves the
trickster Culkin. (I hate him. Personal
privilege.) This is the miracle of life, the
miracle of birth. This is when God walks in
the flesh' of your blood, your son, your
daughter. And you watch your little self
grow, and you teach them and play with
them and watch them go away from you. No
longer do you go to church as your primary
level of life. No longer do you just till soil
and obey covenants. Suddenly you're living the rituals and myths and relationships.
No longer blind obedience; now there is the
pitter-patter of little feet The divine mystery of life is present in your life now, and
r m afraid that women will understand it
much more than we will.
The fourth order: spouse for spouse.
Even if you're an atheist and say. uI do not
love God," well you're wrong. There's your

spouse in front of you. The uniting of the
two split souls into one self. The ultimate
communion can never quite be equalled,
even by being married with children. Of
course, there will be friction between the
two halves when they meet, but I suppose
that's what sweat is for. This is the level of
Christ. The love inside is united and basked
in the light of the other self. You die that
previous life and are reborn again to a new
world of limitless possibilities. The two
selves spiral upward in a t''listing display.
Thoughts, feelings, dreams, emotion , the
core of being is explored. BUl only WIth
effort.. There is, after all, hard-work sweat as
well as fun sweat
The last order i nothing but love. The
idealized 60's, nOl the real 60' where e erybody dropped acid and smoked marijuana
or got trashed. If this love is to be ttanscendent it must be tackled with open arm
and welcomed into our consciousness. not
expressed because of hallucinogens or relaxants. We must learn to love consciously.
without help or exception. This is the level
of taking a bullet for somebody, the level of
Christ loving everybody and dying for them.
This is the level of God. God is love, not the
apostle's creed or the banning of Catcher in
theRye. We didn't create the world; wejust
live in it, so we might as well learn to love it
Which is fme and dandy. And so is this

Letters to the Editor/ our readers respond
Thanks for
help in Beach
clean up
Dear Editor,
I want to extend a sincere thank
you to the sisters of Theta Sigma,
the student assistants in Public
Relations and Academic Affairs.
and the staff of the Advancement
Office for representing Coastal in
Cox Cable's Beach Blitz 1992. Our
team adopted a one-half mile
stretch of the beach and cleaned it
March 7 in preparation for the CanAm festival. For our efforts, a
pennanent sign will be erected in
our section designating Coastal as
"a friend of the beach.
I was proud to join our students in representing the college.
It says a lot about theri commitment and concern when they voluntarily give up a Saturday and

brave unpredictable weather to
perform a valuable community
service. In particular, the students
are to be commended for working
on the flfSt day of their muchdeserved spring break. They are
the greatest!
Sincerely,
Cathy L. McPherson
Public Relations Dir.

Chanticleer
has acted
irresponibly
Dear Editor.
I find direct fault with your
decision to print Mr. Wallick and
Mr. Murray's columns. To allow a
columnist to make redundant
Christian references in The Chanticleer is terribly irresponsible
journalism. There are other religions and likewise athiests who

object to the seemingly limited
view of one columnist I also fmd
it irresponsible to allow one columnist to openly attack another.
This is not just irresponsible, it is
ttiteon the part of Mr. Murray. By
the way. Mr. Murray. as a journal~ I use agreeing quotes in my
articles to say best that which I
agree with most I believe most
people do that--so in essence I defend the "Comer." His articles are
very good.
Thank you,
J. Paul Coker

Campus Crusade for
Christ
Monday nights, 8 p.m.,
SC Room 201. Interdenominational
Christian student
movement. Everyone
is welcome to learn more
about Jesus Christ.

pseudo-scientific method of analyzing th'
crazy little thing called 10 e. But where
does it really leave us after analyzing it to
bits and pieces? We can tal about it forever, but that leaves us in the domain of the
uncenainty principle.
e debate forever.
bUl if we don't Lake a dip. e won't reall
kno if the water' wet We hav to experiencelove; eneedlove. Andwhati love?
Love is hate. 1..0 e i loneline . Lo e .
pain. Love is obse ion. Love i lu . Lov
is loss. Yet, love i Ii ing. feeling, breathing. Love is laughter. Love i tears. Lov
is comfort. Love is a touch. Lov i a friend.
Love i walking on th beach with
d
between your toes. I don'l 0
ha
is. It' all these and mo . It' dl great
mystery of life. Take life. add 10 e y
have the infinite splendo. God, Ch .
Krishna, whatever. It' all love. I hate it,
and I love it
Which is no longer a big wprise.
From the ag Hammadi Library - The
Gospel According to Thomas: "His discip
said to him, 'When will the .ngdom come?'
Jesus said, 'It will not come by waiting for it
It will not be a matter of ying "here It i
or "there it is." Rather, the kingdom of
father is spread out upon th earth, and men
do not see it ..
Open your eyes, and open your hearts.
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.he great fault in women is to desire to
be like men.-De Maistre

HEAD TO HEAD: SHOULD WOMEN

BE

ALLOWED ENTRANCE TO MILITARY ACADEMIES?
For Entrance - - - - - - - Against Entrance - - - - by JERALD W. MURRAY
Staff Columnist

Women should be allowed into military
academies for several crucial reasons. Private schools can do as they wish, but public
schools are for the public and are directly
funded with tax dollars. If there were an
unlimited supply of funds relative to academic need, single sex school would be just
fme because no one would be significantly
hurt. This is not the case. Hence, when
money is set aside for VMI or the Citadel,
the only public, all-male military schools in
the USA, the choices of those not attending
them are reduced in quantity and quality.
Women must attend other schools while
being told that because they were born without a penis (thankfully), they are not capable
of doing military exercises to the extent that
men are. Hogwash! A friend of mine, who

is a slender, attractive lady, got a perfect PT
score while training at Ft. Bragg. She ran
faster and did more push-ups than many of
her male counterparts.
VMI and Citadel status quo supporters
include lames 1. Kilpatrick. He argues for
diversity as the reason for keeping the boys
secluded from the women, and this is a valid
point. The question must be asked: Diversity at what price? Which will be our priority: equality and fairness, or diversity?
Sacrifice the former for the latter? Never!
If VMI and the Citadel wish to stay all
male, that's fine. Let them survive as private
institutions. West Point, our nation's premier military academy already has female
cadets. VMI and the Citadel are dinosaurs
kept alive by insecure men. Fine, as private
schools, the boys can join hands in a big
circle and recite that REAL MAN saying, "It
just doesn't get any better than this!"

by DANA DWALL
Staff Writer

When I was fust posed the question of
women being admitted into all-male military
institutions, I assumed that since the institutions were state funded, that women should
have the same privileges. I also believed
that women should be guaranteed the same
rights and privileges as their male counterparts. I still believe in this and always will,
but I believe that there are some other far
reaching factors that women are not considering.
Being a woman, I fmally came to the
realization that if women were admitted to
this type of institution, they would, and
rightly so, expect equal treatmenL This
means no separate showering quarters for

women, no special sreeping or changing
quarters for women, and the same punishment as men. Personally, I feel that there
aren't too many women out there who would
feel comfortable with this. I also feel that
there are so many prestigious wom~'s colleges that we, as women, do not need to
concern ourselves with such institutions as
the Virginia Military Institute.
We need to bond together at all levels
and work toward a common goal--notsplinter
off into radical groups. Sadly, I feel that
some of the women who want to enter allmale institutions are just out to prove a
point. We, as women, need unity, not division.

.7

For Your Consideration/
Jerald W. Murray, staff columnist
the welfare system was ere- Such programs have a rate of return higher
people warned that it would than inpUL This would include making
become a burden on society. I doubt educational systems not only beuer, but
most realized fully why they were accessible to people without accruing large
correct All government programs debt Investing tax dollars that really help
have a tendency to grow beyond original people while actually increasing the number
intentions. Our welfare system is a taxpayer of tax payers, benefits everyone and reduces
burden. Worse, it hurts, not helps, people in" i~vidual tax burden.
The time has come for you to ask
the long run. People become dependent on
such programs and ultimately despise the yourself a question: Is it racist to endorse
very programs they would like to see expand programs that would enable people to take
( a contradiction). Understanding that wel- control of their lives and be proud of their
fare really encompasses farming, rent con- accomplishments? Is it not racist (and mean)
trol, and all other government subsidies is to endorse programs that encourage depenthe fl1St step in comprehending the problem. dency? Shouldn't people question the moThese programs limit people's choices by tivation behind organiZations that feed on
limiting their options. Before most people those depedencies?
There's a word that describes a depenrealize this, dependency has been estabdency-free life-freedom. Free to be conlish~ and the love/hate relationship between people and the government en- servative, moderate, or liberal withoutpeople
trenched. Grand mistakes are made, and the criticizing your choice because of your skin
answers seem to be in more stupid legisla- color or gender. Free to choose that which
tion which sinks our country further into keeps you free. Free to oppose racist and
deficit spending. The web is woven, and sexist policies that promote dependency.
Choose wisely for your sake and this
escape seems impossible.
Welfare would work if most money country's sake.
was s ..,nt on "teach a man to fish" policies.

.Spring Convocation~
Founders Day March 23
Coastal will induct four honorary foUnders during its sixth annual Founders Day
convocation Monday, March 23 at 3 p.m. in Wheelwright Auditorium. The ceremony
is open to the public. A reception will follow the ceremony in Spadoni Park; the public
is invited. In case of inclement weather, the reception will be held in the Student Center.
Edward M. Henry of Conway, Mr. and Mrs. William L. Spadoni of Myrtle Beach,
and the late Sarah Fore Smith of Myrtle Beach will be named honorary founders of the
college. The four 1992 recipients of the Founders Medallion join 28 other honorary
founders who have played insbUmental roles in the development of Coastal Carolina
College, as well as in higher education and in the positive growth of Horry County.
Grady L. Patterson lr., South Carolina State Treasurer, will deliver the keynote

address.

Honors Convocation April 14
The Honors Convocation will be held at 7:30p.m. on Tuesday, April 14, 1992, in
Wheelwright Auditorium. This date was selected to accommodate students, recognized
for their academic achievements, and their families and friends.
The annual calendar calls for us to convene on three public occasions, Founders
Day, Commencement, and Honors Convocation. The Honors Convocation is a singular
occasion for the faculty's recognition of outstanding academic achievement by our
students and colleagues. To emphasize the academic significance of this occasion,
recognition will be limited to disciplinary awards and honor societies, the distinguished
teaching award, the Student Affairs award to a faculty member contributing to cocurricular activities, the Ronald D. Lackey service award, and the academic excellence
award.
The Student Government Association and the office of Academic Affairs will host
a reception in the Student Center following the convocation.

President:
Vice Pre ·de ·
Secretary: Ge
Treasurer:
e

For
paid for by the committee to elect Bob Oliver
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"They can expect nothing but their labor for
their pains.· --Cervantes

Spring 1992 job search update / Mollie Starbuck
A special report of the College Placement Council, 1992 Spring Recruitment
Trends, sheds some light on reports of serious
shortages of jobs for new graduates. That
the market is tight is not news. The report
says, however. there are jobs for "students
who have worked hard in school, have work
related experience and hold the right kind of
degree."
The ideal candidate will have a GPA of
3.0 or better. a technical or engineering
degree or an allied healthcare degree, and
will have participated in a co-op or intern~
ship program. In fact, any career related
work experience is highly valued by prospective employers.
So what if you don't resemble that ideal
candidate? What can you do now to increase
the probability that you will find a professional position that will pay enough so you
can make your student loan payments? The
following suggestions from career placement
counselor, Mollie Starbuck may help:
1. Start your search today if you have
not begun. Adopt a positive, aggressive
attitude about gathering information; creating your job search documents ie. resumes,
cover letters, references, etc.
2. Use the structured services of the
career placement office; the local employment agencies; utilize the job search materials in Kimbel Library; and tell everyone you

meet that you are searching--start networking.
3. Decide to relocate if necessary to get
your first job. You can plan to move back
later, once you have experience.
4. Consider a short term, career related
work experience such as a post-graduate
internship or a career related seasonal position to gain valuable experience.
5. Remember, you have spent the last
18 months of this recession in school. It is
not going to last forever and you can position yourself to take advantage of the recovery.
In other words, as seekers of entry-level
positions, students must gather information
about who is hiring, must analyze their work
related skills, must develop a strategy for
implementing their job search. Employers
are not advertising their openings because
there are more candidates than there are
jobs. That means Spring of '92 grads must
be more aggressive in hunting for the opportunities.
The short list of industries expecting an
increase in hiring includes health care providers, environmental agencies and government and the retail industry. Other good
news is that the Southeast shows signs of
being one of the first regions of the country
to experience economic recovery.

RECRUITMENT EVENT CALENDAR
Friday, March 20 - Career Recruitment Day, Francis Marion College
-25 companies/agencies will hold open interview. Students must
sign-up and drop resumes by noon March 18.

Tuesday, March 24 - Air Force Officer Cadet Interviews,
SCRoom206
-Students must sign up before March 20.

Wednesday, March 25 - The IRS is recruiting sophomore and junior
minority business majors to participate in a mentoring
program. The IRS recruits for several job titles which
require just six hours of accounting.
. -The IRS representative will speak in Keams Hall at 12:30,
March 25. All interested students are welcome.

Thursday, March 26 - Management Trainees, Eckerd Drug Co., SC
Room 206
-Students must sign-up and drop a resume by March 24.

Friday, March 27 - Education Recruitment Day, SC
Overflow 2-5 p.m.

SUMMER REGISTRATION
Beginning on March 16, students will be able to
advance register for May
Semester, Summer I and Summer II

Registration for May semester March 16
- May 8
Registration for Summer I
March 16 - June 4
Registration for Summer II
March 16 - July 10
HERE'S THE PROCESS:
1. Meet with advisor.
2. Register.
3. Schedule & bill will be
mailed in April.
4. Pay by mail.
5. Show up for class.
This registration process is not
advertised in the Schedule of Classes.
Regular registration for May Semester, Summer I
and Summer II does not change and will be
conducted according to the dates and instructions
listed in the Schedule of Classes.

Myrtle Beach
Speedway
Monday April 6 and Tues~~y April 7
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"Why should the devil have all the good
tunes?" --Rowland Hill

oa a

Nashville songwriter coming

PAT ALGER OFFERS SO GWRITI G

P AT ALGER TO PERFORM ON
WHEELWRIGHT STAGE APRIL
Coastal will present Nashville
songwriter/guitarist Pat Alger in concert
Wednesday, April 1 at 7 p.m. in the Little
Theater, located in the Graduate and Continuing Education Building. Alger's songs
have been recorded by such perfonners as
Garth Brooks, Kathy Mattea, Crystal Gayle,
Dolly Parton and Brenda Lee. The concert
is free; however, tickets are required. For
tickets, contact the Wheelwright Box Office
at 349-2502.
Alger grew up in the small town of
LaGrange, Ga. In the mid-l960s, he moved
• to Atlanta to study architecture at Georgia
Tech. While in school, Alger began to write
songs and perfonn at clubs.
In 1973, at the invitation of bluegrass
singer John Herald, Alger moved to
Woodstock, N. Y., where he became a charter member of the Woodstock Mountains
Revue along with John Sebastian, Paul
Butterfield, Bill Keith, Jim Rooney, Eric
Anderson, and Happy and Artie Traum. The
group recorded three albums and toured the
United States and Europe. In 1978, Alger
formed a successful duo and recorded an
album with singer-songwriter Artie Traum.
Alger had his first taste of songwriting
success in 1980 when Livingston Taylor,
James Taylor's brother,recorded ''First Time
Love," which became a two chart hit - Top
40 Pop and Top 10 Adult Contemporary.
In 1981, Alger moved to Nashville to
concentrate on songwriting. Since then, he

1

has built a catalog of material that has been
recorded by such people as Nanci Griffith,
The Everly Brothers, Dolly Parton, Crystal
Gayle,
Brenda Lee and Peter, Paul and Mary. Alger
has written two number one hits for Kathy
Mattea, "Goin' Gone" and "She Came From
Fort Worth," as well as her recent hit, "A
Few Good Things Remain." Alger is cowriter of Garth Brooks' number one hits
"Unans~ered Prayers and uThe Thunder
Rolls" and is the writer of the top five Don
Williams single. "True Love." New singles
Alger has written include Hal Ketchum's
number one "Small Town Saturday ight,"
Mark Collie's "Calloused Hand ," and
Trisha Yearwood's "Like We ever Had a
Broken Heart."
From 1984 to 1988, Alger was the
opening act for The Ev~rly Brothers for the
group's live shows in the United Stares and
Europe. His frrst solo album, "True Love
and Other Short Stories," has just been released by Sugar Hill Records.
Alger's pecfonnance is part of the 1992
Spring Arts Festival, an annual celebration
of the arts featuring more than 30 events
Wednesday, Aprill through Sunday, April
5. For more infonnation on the Spring Arts
Festival, call Sandi Shackelford or Sara
Sanders at 349-2443 or 349-2052.
For more information on Pat Alger,
contact Paul Rice at 34!J-2438 or the Public
Relations Office at 349-2015.

Need help with wr-t-ng?
Come to

The Writing Center

WORKSHOP APRIL

1 AT 3 P.
ticipants are a

•
cd to u mit

in

Coastal i offering a songwriting
workshop with ashville' Pat Alger
Wednesday, April 1 at 3 p.m. in the Student
Center. Alger wrote such ngs as "Going
Gone," ''The Thunder Rolls," and "What
He's Doing ow." His songs have been
recorded by such perfonners as Garth
Brooks Kathy Mattea, Crystal Gayle, Dolly
Parton and Brenda Lee. The work hop i
free and open to the public. Enrollment is
limited and reservation are necessary. Par-

GS BY PAT
Livingston Taylor - "First Time Love" Top 40 Pop, Top 10AC
Livingston Taylor and James Taylor "City Lights" - Top 20 AC
anci Griffith - "LonestarStateofMind"
- Top 40 Country
Kathy Mattea - "Goin' Gone" - # 1
Country
Kathy Mattea - "She Came From Ft
Worth" - #1 Country
Kathy Mattea - "A Few Good Things
Remain" - Top 5 Country
Don Williams - "True Love" - Top 5
Country

GanhBroo
#1 Co ntry
Garth Broo - 'Th Th
#1 Country
Hal Ketchum - "Small Town Saturda
ight" - # 1 Country
Mark Collie-' Calloused Hands" - Top
20 Country
Mary Blac - ' Once in a ery BI
Moon" - # 1 Ireland Pop
Garth Br;
- ''What She' Doing
- #1 Country (Feb. 23, 1992)

OPEN
MONDAY-SA1URDAY

..uL 8:00 P.M.
~~. 'J.r7J.~
WEDNESDAY AND ~
lHURSDAY

for the following workshop:

"The Look Everyone Love "
Hwy. 544 Myrtle Ridge Shopping Center
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

ACENI

349-2937

Please call or stop by to register.

Coastal Students, 1 ofT haircuts everyda .
Thank you for your patronage!
al -ins welcome.

re-elect

re-elect

Jonathan Shanks

Andrew Stonefield

President

Vice-President

elect

re-elect

Keith Sherald

Bobby Hernandez

Treasurer

Secretary

BEER BUSTERS

If your club or
organization would
like to make $50, we
need 6-8 responsible
people over 21 to
dispense beer at
CINO Day. Please
check with Dawn
Williams or Clay
Fearrington.

Campus Union needs 10
Beer Busters for CINO Day
to enforce the alcohol policy'
& handle crowd control &
security. If you neeq. $25
and a free t -shirt, please
apply in the Student Mfairs
Office before April 1.
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•A pOlitician is an animal who can sit on a
fence and yet keep both ears to the ground.·
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-Anonymous

PRESIDENTIAL PLATFO

S

JOHN SPRI GE
Ie s that infamous time of year again.
The time at Coastal that everyone ignores.
The elections of Student Government Association executive members who spend the
students' money without their knowledge or
their overwhelming approval. How can this
be possible? The truth of SGA is that every
semester students' tuition is allocated in an
equal percentage between SGAand Campus
Programming Union. This money is given
to SGA and is allocated to clubs on a
semesterly basis which comes into excess of
$10,000 to clubs alone. This is a ridiculous
amount of money to be allocated to clubs
that represent a minority of the students. I'm

not going to sit back and let students take
advantage of the students that really care.
But most people are unaware of the current
system. A vote for me represents a vote for
you and the rest of the students that want a
sayandcan'thaveit HI'm elected I will in
my frrst week of office petition for a resolution to give the POWt7 back to the students
and get rid of this outrageous and very
wasteful system that we are currently undt7.
If you feel that it is time to make a real
change :n not only who is running our
campus, but how it is being run, vote to
make a difference March 23 and 24. VOle
for John Springer, president

Coastal Carolina College i entering a
period of unprecedented change. The secession issue will be decided within the year

and the Student Government Association
must be prepared to make the changes necessary to insure a smooth transition into
independence. The role of SG A president
will be changing along with the structure of
the SG A itself. The pre ideot' job should
be to act as an advocacy for the best interests
of the student body.
The coming year will see little improvement in the budget cutbac of the
recent past, but I think that the existing funds
could be better spent concerning the enrich-

ment of campus life. A
excban, a
radio station telephones, a student directory. to name a fe off the top of m head.
If I am elected to the position of SGA
president, I guarantee inno ali e leadership
and a decent concert once in a bile.
name i Bob Olivt7.
Oli er Ax
Leonard. and MiUer. because It' T~ For
A Change!

All candidates for SGA President were invited to ubmit an article
for publication prior to elections to be held March 23 & 24

Cement / Corey Merchant: staffwriter
Apparently from what evidence that
can be pulled from the wreckage and muck.
the U.S. stands at a precarious passing of
political thought It has been said, and rings
true, that no new political ideas have surfaced
in America in 200 years, except
McCarthyism. But there's nothing new
about fear and hate. And it not vt7y organized.
Anyway, the mainstream, low-risk
politics that have reigned since the beginning
of time have seen their crowning moment
and should lay it aside with relics of their
time, like 8-tracks, Edsels. and atomic
weapons. Oh, are those still around?

When I was a fledgeling I enjoyed playing by the shore, especially building sand
castles. Outward and higher they expanded
WltiJ their extremities would begin tocrumble
and faIl. After years of practice I found that
with wetter sand I could build tallt'"Z and
more beautiful castles. Ah yes, ewton's
apple!
Since, obviomly, we can 'telude the old
political sand, Why can we not utilize the
moisture of our minds and the texture of our
vision to mold it into some new and shining
castle, some edifice to'threaten the clouds
until the warm waters of ptrlection reclaim
it How can we shape it?

The social democracies of the

ordic

states function very successfully. Sweeden,
Denmark, and the etherlands are the three
most free nations in the world according to
the 1985 Human Freedom Index. Their
populations are generally wealthy and educated, with very good health and 10 levels

of poverty. But mention the word "social
and most red (or blue) blooded Americans
run screaming, with visions of red mmies
marching through Mexico and into their
peaceful suburban homes.
Unfortunately, when looking for examples toward the right, America is as far as
you'll get. So. the axi of comparison is

hifted into deduction and imaginabon.
Some would say that the idea of pe[sonal
freedom should be taken further: 0 go emment is good govemmeo It' doubtful
though,lhat human are ready for Ihat SIq).
From primordial la
ascended
into the Ia of men and inevitabl •w . I
climb into the lawl
of perfection. It
has not as of y~ but ma
So, the mediocre failed us. p~
should pick from thefruitofthee tremi .
try to move into space .th the freedom of
anarchy and the
iaI responsibili of
ciali m.

Who is William Kreml? / Dan Quigley, guest writer
My frrst question is, "Who is William
Kreml?" I remember the tension in the air
when David Duke came to our campus and
I remember the tension in the air and the
protestors and the indecision I had mwhetht7
to listen to Duke or protest him. Well as I sit
in the lunch room at 11:27 a.m. I'm still
baffled about who this man is. There are a
few people in the area walking around trying
to recruit people to listen to this mysterious
presidential candidate. It's closer to speech
time so I'm going to check this one out
More questions: "Where are the guys with
the suits? Where are all the state troopers?
Where are all the protesters?
Don't they know what this man stands
for? I sure don'l
There are a few what seem to be returning students standing outside asking whether

people are going to listen to the speaker. I
have to go back inside because this time I
don't know where this guy Kreml is coming
in. For all I know he might be here already.
WeU I believe I've figured it out there is
a guy with a pad and paper listening attentively and writing intensely while an older
man in a blue suit is asking his background.
He's using all the typical hand gestures that
most politicians use so I do believe 1 have
him pegged for sure. ow I know what the
guy looks like but I still don't know why he
is here. I guess it's safe to sit in on this one.
ow the man in the blue suit is being interviewed by camt78 and I was right He is
. ing inttoduced. William Kreml from Columbia, SC.
Mr. Krelnl started out by saying he
could no longt'"Z just write books but felt he

bad to participate. "The Founding Fathers
were brilliant people." He then mentioned

that congress was expanded to insulate and
protect certain members. Of course, this has
been going on for years.
Majorchanges in campaign fmancing ....
More money comes from individual funders
which he calls ·':independentcontracttrrole."
I have to admit this political stuff is pretty
dry.

Well not evt7yone is here this time. In
fact, there are only about 30 ~ple here
listening to Mr. Kreml who is rambling on
about the deficit and expenditures and percentages.
I'm sitting here writing and a professor
in the front row is looking off in the distance.
It's 12:00 p.m. and Mr. Kreml is still speaing about lobbyists, lawyers and the May-

not?
e ve nothin but time. another
que tion about congress. 1be an
"Throw the bums out" Mr. Krelnl .
angry with the coogress. "We're not
about ovenhrowin the gOVt7OmeIl " He
talking about improving it I ·n don
know Mr. Kmnl. but I commend him for
taking a stand.
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by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

A doctor who was supposed to be administering sperm to patients who wanted to
be artificially mseminated (women, I'm assumin ) trad~d his own sperm for the ladies
chosen donor's penn. Hahahahahahahah!
Oh! Excuse me. It' not funny, hone tly
it's not. If I were one of those w men I'd be
really pi sed! (giggle, snort) Although, I'm
inclined to believe that they hould have
been a lltle more aware of what was happening. Con umer a vocate have been
telling u for years to read labels (tee-hee).
A friend suggested that perhaps the ladies
receiving the spenn should have conducted
taste tests, but that joke is in poor taste, so
we won't examine it further.
Guffaw!
Okay, let's get the basics straight The
doctor in question looks like one of his

parents was a giant slug. (I hate to be
critical, but after you inseminate unknowing
omen with your own penn, I feel you've
opened your elf to criticism.) Authorities
estimate that Doc got 7 5 women pregnant.
We haven't heard anythi'ng from the women.
ow people are wondering why Doc
felt inclined to Impregnate 75 omen. It's
rath r 0 vious.
..
1. How many men do you know who
can say they got 75 women pregnant?
2. He s buck-ugly. His hances of
reproducmg were slim at be 1.
3. He ha n't given adequate thought to
theamountofchild upporthe'sgonnahave
to pay.
4. It's something he can tell his grandchildren (all 300 of them) about.
I'd like to know how this crime was
discovered and how it was reported. How
would you find out that Doc was substitut-

"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male.· --Kipling

ing his own sperm for the donors'? Did
someone catch him in the act of filling a
cup? I bet he had an explanation planned.
"Oh, I have a collection at home, my mom
always complained about how I save everything. You should see my aluminum foil
collection."
How was the deed reported to the appropriate authorities and, by the way, who
are the appropriate authorities?
Did some irate mother-to-be call up the
local police and say "My doctor gave me the
wrong spenn?" I can imagine how the
police in my hometown would react. "What
do you want us to do lady, give you some
more?" Perhaps we should designate a
special police force called the spenn police
who would be equipped to handle just such
a situation. (What exactly they would be
equipped with we won't go into ... or out of.)
The investigation, of course, would have to

be in depth.
The big question now is: What are
these women gonna do? Will they demand
refunds? I'm assuming it's too late to do a
whole lot about the spenn itself. Doc i
going to have 75 offspring running around at
approximately the same time. I guess the
women can't really do much more than hope
that the kids don't get Docs genes for body
type.
Of course, the appropriate punishment
is obvious. Doc' hould be made to ,give up
the baby business (even though he appears
to be quite good atit) and go into the day care
business. Make him take care of 75 twoyear-olds from 8 a.m. ·until5 p.m. He'll be
asking for the death penalty after two hours.
Is it cruel and unusual punishment to leave
a man at the mercy of 75 children? I'll bet
there are 75 women who don't think so.

Flick Picks/ Josh Siegel and Jennifer Okola, staffwriters
Due to spring break, Josh and I were
unable to get together and see a movie, so
this week Carol Yarbrough (Cy) will review "Fried Green tomatoes" with me.
"Fried Green Tomatoes" takes place in
the old south, where women were subservient to men and blacks were subservient to
whites. Yet, there were sometimes exceptions to these unwritten rules, and in
Whistlestop, Alabama, that exception was
Idgie Threadgood (Mary Stuart-Masterson).
Idgie was a born tomboy who played every
game her brother Buddy did.
"Fried Green Tomatoes" is a narration
of the past as told by Ninny Threadgood
(Jessica Tandy) to Evelyn (Kathy Bates).
Ninny tells the story of Idgie's life and how
the friendship between Idgie and Ruth (Mary
Lousie Parker) developed and matured.
Their story becomes a motivation for Evelyn
to take control of her own life. Through
Idgie and Ruth's story of friendship, a new
one fonns.
10: Well, I'd have to say "Fried Green
Tomatoes" is one of the best movies I've
seen in a long time. It modeled real life by
taking you through all of the emotions. One
minute you're laughing, the next you're crying.
CY: I know, I don't believe I've been
quite so touched by a movie in a long while.
10: It's movies like this that make you
take a look at your own life and appreciate
the things that you have and strive to obtain
the things that you don't I'm not talking
about material possessions, but the types of
things that keep you young at heart. Good
friends and good memories do that.
CY: A lot of people have been saying

that this is a woman's movie, but I don't think
that's true. I think the theme of friendship
breaks gender barriers in any film. It's about
human relationships. We can all relate to
those.
10: I also think it's about inner strength.

Especially in Idgie'scharacter. Sheendured
so much, but never lost her spunk. I think
she had to because she had other people that
depended on her. She had to remain strong.
. CY: And her strength was portrayed
brilliantly by Masterson. I think the entire

cast was superb.
10: Oh yeah! With roles as well
developed as these, getting the best actors is
a given. I guess everyone can pretty much
figure I'd recommend it.
CY: Metoo.

Tax Preparatio~ & Accounting
Introduces an EXCLUSIVE
new Service:
Xnre$$ Refunds by RAL
in as little as 8 hrs, 24 hrs guaranteed.
Please call us today 293-3625.
"Give the best a test or
wait days on the rest."
4561 Hwy 17 by-pass S Myrtle Beach
Open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday-Saturday, Sunday by appointment.
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--Wiater Bagehot

Zoo TV--The Greatest Show on Ea
"Give me one last chance
And I'm gonna make you sing.
Give me half a chance
. To ride on the waves that you bring ...
You're the real thing
Even better than the real thing .... "
What do burning crosses, disco balls,
and the home shopping channel have in
common? They all contributed to the magic
ofU2's sold-outshow in Charlotte, N.C. on

March 3.
The band opened with "Zoo Station"
(as expected) amid a stage lined with TV's
• and veiled by painted automobiles suspended
above the stage. Throughout the show the
screens displayed various messages (two
numerous and quick to mention), and images
(too abstract to explain). At one point, the
TV controllers flicked through regular
broadcast stations (re: the Home Shopping

Channel). During "One," the TV screens
displayed the word in a plethora (I love that
word) oflanguages. My on-hand interpreter
informed me that, no, Icelandic was not one
them. Almost every song off of their latest
album "Achtung Baby" was performed at
the expense of their older material.
From the main stage there was a catwalk
where Bono could venture into the audience.
During one such trek an excited fan franticaIJy waved a dollar bill which would become
Bono's in exchange for "Angel of Harlem."
Bono cleverly replied, "Keep it. You've
already paid us a fortune." How right he
was.
Bono and the boys did comply, and the
song was performed on the intimate little
catwalk. They all came down-the Edge,
Adam, and even Larry toting a set of bongos.
Enter buriiing crosses. otrea1 ones, of
course. The TV's were arranged so that

Co

flames were displayed in the shape of crosses.
0, it wasn't a tribute to Madonna-it was
the effects for "Bullet the Blue Sky."
"See them burning crosses,
See the Hames higher and higher..... "
Bono even cracked jo es, but the sho
lacked its usual political spiel. One thing
you could always count on was a raging
Bono. However, there were no references to
South Africa or orthernIreland. JUSlmusic.
But even that was differenl
Past show ha e had no stage decor.
ot a drop. Yet this stage was decked out
Gasp. It was planned. Past show have
been spontaneous. This one seemed almo t
choreographed. In the past U2 went on tour
to play live music for the fans who wanted to
hearit. This time, they played live music fo
the people who wanted to see it. They put on
a show.

e

Happy ~t. Yalru:k.'s LJay! 'J e The Smithereens & T

Ivlonoays at

au ames are SUlJ]eCIIO

change

/ Jennifer Okola, staffwriter

Above Cub Zero; Bob
Margolin Night Moods;

Coc:hraD Purple Gator;

Issls Rockburger; David
Rockett & the Boosters
Atlantis; Stormy Monday
Blues Rick's; Paul Taylor
Night Moods; Passion
2001

Edgar Winter My yns;
Terry Hogan Smid-Dre's;
Russell & Hamilton Dutch

• e Potato Caboose Gator;
Luther" Hou Rocker"

Prime Tyme Atlantis;
New Castle Rockburger;
Bernie Higgins Purple
Gator. Stormy Monday
Blues Rick's; Paul Taylor
Night Moods; Ecstasy
2001

ell' Castle Rockbur~er;
Glenn Taylor Smid-Dre's;
Russell & HamIlton
Dutch Deli; Paul Taylor
Night Moods; Hearts &
Bones Rick's; Prime
Tyme Atlantis; Ecstasy
2001

30

31

Smid-Dre's-·
Velcro Jumping
Competitions! !

15
Lewh; Grizzard Gaillard
Aud.;Forgotten Hipsters
Smid-Dre's; The Kinetics
Rockbmger; Kevin Shiells
Apple Annie's; David
Rockett & the Boosters
Atlantis

Deli; Voltage Bros Atlantis;
Issis Rockburger, Jlvell
King's Rd; Hearts & Bones
Rick's; Paul Taylor ight

Johnson
ado
ight
Moods; Homegrown-Rick's;

22
Metallica Omni; Hank
Williams Jr. Greensboro
Colisewn; Wild Men
from Borneo Apple
Annie's; Hearts & Bones
Atlantis; The Kinetics
Rockbmger; Glenn
Taylor Smid-Dre's

29

TIle Mach ne (floyd covers
with laser) Purple Gator;
PrtIIIe Tyme Atlantis; '"'
Castle Rockburger, Mighty
MJgltty Ra of Spa,!, ~'s
RoM; Homegrown Rick s;
DIu
th Feell
Igbt

Mighty Might R c of
Spam King' oad; T
Rhlnol Smid-Dre's; e
Castle Rockburger: ~Im
Tym Atlantis; T ' 1 a
Rick'S,. Ecs y 2001

Moods; Ecstasy 2001

1

Coastal Carolina Concert Connection / Co piled by

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Student Center 204

Music Writing Seminar by
Pat Alger

-Organized by Bobby Knight, Sheila
Todd, and Pam Thompson, students
in"CEGL 341 Black Literature in
America.

APRILl-3

-Contact Paul Rice at 349-2438
if you'd like to participate.

9:00 a.m. -.3:00 p.m.
In front of Kimbel Library
(ifrain, inside the front doors)

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Continuing Ed 003

Faculty Read Aloud

Tenth Annual
Bargain Book Sale

A Celebr!Jtion of Faculty
Research

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1

-presentations of research reports
followed by a reception; organiud
by Joyce Parker

-Coastal faculty will read 10-15
minute excepts from their favorite
children's or young adult. books-either a childhood favorite or a book
they enjoy reading to their children.

10:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.
In front of Kimbel Library
(ifrain, canceled)

5:45 - 6:45 p.m.
Wheelwright Auditorium

International Folk Dancing
-by Violet Meade'. Physical
EducationlRecreation Majors

10:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Student Center Room 205

The Student Writer's Readinfs
and Awards:
fiction, poetry, essay
-sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta,
International English Hono,.. Society

Performance by The Swing
Time Big Band and the Coastal
Ja%z, Combo
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Continuing Ed 005

10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
in front of Kimbel Library .
(ifrain, cancelled)

Sidewalk Chalk Art
-organized by Vicki Gardner
11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
in front of Kimbel Library
(ifrain, Student Center Overflow)

Pat Alger in Concert
-Tickets fbr this concert bj renowned

Julie Finlayson and Her.. Snake.

country music songwriter Pat Alger
are free and available at the
Wheelwright 60s of/iee. "

11:15 -11:45 a.m.
Wheelwright Mezzanine

11:30 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
Continuing Ed 005

THURSDAY, APRIL 2

Original Music by
CHEAP HELP

8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
Student Center 205

-Band members are Paul Rice,
Brian Nance, Steve Nagle, Steve
Hamelman, and Faron Johnson

"Visualillusions and Art"

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Continuing Ed 005

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
in front of Kimbel Library
(ifrain, Student Center Overflow)

-a presentation by Joan Piroch

10:00 - 10:20 a.m.
near Kimbel Library
(ifrain, inside the front door)

Three One-Act Plays

Tai Chi Demonstration

-performed by the Upstage Co.

-presented by CTHE 371 Movement
for the Actor class
10:00 - 10:30 a.m.
Student Center 205

-James Weldon Johnson
Symposium
-Organized by Melissa McCloud and
Connie Corsby, students in CEGL 341
Black Literature in Am~rica.
10:30 - 11:00 a.m.
Student Center 205

Malcolm X Forum

Classical Guitar Recital
-Tom Foster and Tom Yoder

2:80 - 4:00 p.m.
Wheelwright Auditorium

Pandora's Box
11:30 a.m - 8:30 p.m.
in front of Kimbel Library
(ifrain, Continuing Ed 003)

-A classic of early filmmaking about

a sexually depraved woman who end
up under the knife of Jack the
Art Sale
Ripper. Directed by the German
-The pieces for sale have been created director G. W. Pabst, it cau ed a
. by Coastal art students and fCU!ulty.
Bcandaloru BenBanon when fin'
released
in 1929. Ticket. are 3 at
A portion of the proceeds from the
. sale will go toward an art
the door or free with a Coastal ID.
Bcholarship.
5:30 • 1:30 p.m.
Continuing Ed 005
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Continuing Ed ODS
Three One-Act Plays
Broadway Review
-performed by the Upstage Co.
-a mruieal presentation by COtUtal .
. faculty and (riendB
1:80 - 9:80 p.m.
Struknt Center Cafeteria
1:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Spring Arts Festival Coffee
Continuing Ed Gallery
House: Poetry reading. , music,

''Life As We View It" the Senior ; and coffee
Art Show
-Ifyou'd like to pla~ usic or .read,
-featuring worlul by: Debora E.

Baile;; Kim von Olsen BQ.%ky; Anita
Rose Linder; and Steven Westlund.
Opening reception.

call Sandi Shaekelford at 349-2443
or Sara Sande,.. at 349·2052.

FRIDAY, APRIL 3
10:00 a.m. ·1:00 p.m.
in front of Kimbel Library
(if rain, Shulent Center Overflow)

Faculty Read Aloud
·more faculty reading their favorite
children's and young aduU book.

-a talk by Peter Lecouras
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
in front of Kimbel Library
(if rain tudent Center Overflow)

International Dod a
-sponsored by the International
Stutknt Club
11:80 a.m. - 12:80 p.m.
JladoniPar,
(if rain, hulent Center 204)

A 'aked Lunch - bring'
bag" lunche and poe
-Organized by .fohn Beard.
SpoJUOred by igma To DeU
InternotiontJI Engl· "Hono
Society.
11:

a.m. • 18:80 p.

Wheelwright Auditoriu

Ale%ander

Pranle Piano

12:80 - 1:30 p.m.
Wheelwright Auditorium

Mu ic by the Co tal
Choir and the Coasta
Choir
-followed by a reception in Padon·
P~k

10:01J.a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
behind the Fine Art. Center
(if rain, cancelled)

RakuFiring

3:00 - 4:30 p.m.

-organized by Martha Thomas.
Directed by Stephanie Beigner
and John Switter

Pandora' Box

11:15 a.m.

Spadoni Park
(ifrain, cancelled)

Art Happening
-All are invited to participate. Wear
blue clothing and bring an umbr.ella;
M&Ms will be provided.

'92

11:80 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.
Student Center 205

''Addiction and Literary
Creativity"

0

o
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·Present company excepted.·
--John O'Keefe

Saying Goodbye to the "Kickin' Chicken"
by LORI RICHARDSON
Staff Writer

This is the last semester Marc Gura will
be Coastal's "Kickin' Chicken." Gura, a
senior, who has worn the responsibility of
school mascot for four years, is outgrowing
his feathers. He started mascoting in Pittsburgh, as a wolverine. Now, for the Hills
High School in Pittsburgh, as a wolverine.
Now, for the last four years he has been
dancing, strutting, and entertaining Coastal
Carolina Chanticleer fans as the "Kickin'
Chicken," and as he says "Time-outs would
be boring, if it weren't for some form of
entertainment. "
Gura, who will be graduating in Decemberof 1992, is hoping to land ajob being
a professional mascot earning between forty
to nfty thousand dollars. (Yes, they really
can get paid that much to have spirit!) Gura,
who does not get paid to be Coastal's mascot, feels that Gerald Hendrick Jr., who
wears the suit, Cocky for the University of
South Carolina, "should be a student and
should receive reimbursements for his activities," but it should be in a "school interaction payment form ... such as scholarships." Gura says "In the case of USC, I still
agree its okay to be paid for professional

mascotting services, but he is paid too much.
He gets paid more than our cheerleading
budget gets for fourteen cheerleaders."
Gura takes his responsibility as school
mascot seriously, "Mascots really are a
representative of the school and when you
are out in that outfit you are the most important public relations piece the school
has."
There are "trade secrets" as Gura says,
that he has to take into consideration to do
his job. He says he has to take "sportsmanship and the school image, and mix them
together to form a personal portrayal of the
mascot, plus keep it in character with the
animal." He believes "mascots are a positive influence and heroes to children ... I
have to play to a child, an adult, a senior
citizen, a fourteen -year-old who is cocky
and knows that there is a man in the outfit
and to those who really know who is in the
outfit" In thebeginningGurasaid, "nobody
knew who was the Kickin' Chicken, his
personal identity was kept a secret. Which
he feels is a plus for his routine, because
being "unknown, you can do more and you
get honest feedback of how you're doing."
But he also feels that it is nice to be known.
"Remember, in the suit, the person truly
loves the school. It's not just Marc Gura or

whoever, but it is really school spirit"
When asked about his favorite memories or games he said "Final 64 was great and
so was the tournament last year ... every
game has its moments and there is a moment
for every game. You don't work harder
because its (the game) on television and
there are 20,000 people watching, or if there

"

are only 25 people watching and its not on
television. "
Marc Gura's team spirit for the "Kickin'
Chicken" will be sadly missed and we are
sorry to see him nun his wings, but'he says
to "stay tuned" next semester to see what
"big changes are in the works" for school
spirit.

Baseball team seeks support
by DANA DWALL
Staff Writer

Road trips were the norm for the Chants
baseball team this spring break. The team
traveled to Florida State to face the Seminoles. Unfortunately the · Chants dropped

two hard fought games. From there the team
traveled to Clemson to again drop two more
games. The Chants return to home action on
Sunday March 15th, to face Towson St
They welcome all support.

The Atheneum
Yearbook Staff will be
:sellitt¥~'amntiars=intne"
.~t::;·····:··:::

Reserve your copy now!

Marc Gura ends his reign as Coastal's -Kickin' Chicken- in December of 1992.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March 18-20........................ Alabama-Birmingham
March 22, 23 ................................... Bowling Green
* MARCH 28, 29............................WINTHROP
* APRIL 10, 11.••.•...••.••....•......•....•.. CAMPBELL
April 14................................................ St. Andrews
ApI1i1 22 ....................... ~= .............. 1-J1'l~ ~illl1ington
* APRIL 25,26......................... UNC ASHVILLE
May 1,2.................................................... Mt. Olive
May 14-17 ........................... Big South Tournament
* HOME GAMES IN BOLD
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A man should be taller oldeL hea vier, uglier,
a nd hoarser than his wife.- --E.W. Howe
l
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Spring non-credit courses offered a
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal is offering special non-credit
short courses for spring 1992 through
Graduate and Continuing Education.
Introduction to Computers will be offered i~ two ses ions on Wedne days from
5 to 6:30 p.m. Session I is March 4, 11, 1
and 25, and Session II is April 1, 8, 15 and
22.
Introduction to Word Perfect will be
offered on Wednesdays from March to 2
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. This course is deSIgned
for those with no experience in Word Perfect.
Introduction to Lotus will be offered on
Wednesdays from April 1 to 29 from 7 to
8:3t> p.m. This course is designed for those
with no experience in Lotus 123.
A series of self-improvement courses

are being offered on Saturdays from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Self-Esteem Workshop will be held
Saturday, March 7; Communication Sldlls
will be offered Saturday, April 4; and Stress
Management will be held Saturday, May 9.

Introduction to Polarity Therapy. a
hoh tic approach to health and healing that
employs a combination of therapeutic touch,
deansing diets, yoga arid coun ling, i offered Saturday, March 28 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Polarity Yoga for Beginners will be
offered Saturday, May 2 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. This course, invol es exercise to release energy ,tone organ systems and increase
'1 1ity - all fitness levels are welcome.
The techniques of the L.W. Foster Dynamic Reading Technique that teach speed
reading for the rapid synthesis of information are the focus of Dynamic Reading, offered Saturday. March 14 from 9 to 11 a.m.

oa

From Generation to Generation, offered
Saturday. March 28 from 9 am. to 4 p.m., .
a study of the family through genogram and
other experimental approache .
AmoldMind lI' neo-JungianProces Oriented Psychotherapy will be introd ed
Saturday, March 14 and Sunday March 15
from :30 am. to
4 p.m. Process-Oriented Family Therap
follow Saturda', April 25 and Sunday
April 26, from :30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In zhe Field of Dreams. offered Saturday, May 9 and Sunday, May 10, from 9a.m.
to 4 p.m .• focuses on the meaning of dream
using Jungian active imaginatio techniques.
Beginning Painting, using acryli or oil,
will be offered Saturday, April 25 from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. Participants are responsible
for bringing painting supplies including a
canvas.

co
a
tinuing Educauo at

44 -1

1 347-3161 r546-0234 e

1

2672. Th office i open Monda thro h
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

e
10 anning room
open 7 da a
e

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•

IReggae I IReggae I
"Judge

egga

•
•
•
•

t'

•
•••

The hottest Reggae acto to hit the Carolinas will be at the
.lFn~lIUft~ftn(Q)lIU lL(Q)1llllIU$te in Pawleys Island Friday, arch 20. •
•••
••
••
•

$5 at the door.

•
•

Coastal students get $1 off with ID.
Call 237-9598 or 238-9278 for ticket info.

••

Shuttle bus available from Surfside to Pawleys Island.

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••

•

•

unlimeted

24
o

.
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-Let me die to the sounds of delicious music,-Last words of Mirabeau

International musicians continued from page 1
and started her studies at age three at the
Yamaha Music School in Tokyo. She went
to England in 1975 and was admitted as a
Junior Exhibitioner at the Royal Academy
of Music in London.
Receiving the Laszt Scholarship and
the Marinoff Award enabled her to continue
study at the Royal Academy, where she

graduated in 1981 with the Recital Diploma
and the frrst prize Macfarren Gold Medal.
She also studied privately with Benjamin
Kaplan, Maria Curcio and Andnej Estemazy
in London.
In 1984, Shibata was invited by Jorge
Bolet to play Rachmaninoff's Second Piano
Concerto in his masterclass, which was later

shown on BBC Television. She also has
broadcast with the BBC Welch Symphony
Orchestra, for Spanish National Television
and Radio, with a Czech orchestra and with
the Rumanian Enesco Quartet. She has
performed concertos with many orchestras
and has given recitals and masterclasses in
Europe, the United States and Asia. Shibata

has won numerous awards at competitions
in England, Spain, Italy and Belgium.
Musicale de Geneve is funded, in part.
by the Horry Cultural Arts Council and the
South Carolina Arts Commission which receive support from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Campus News Briefs /
submitted by Public Relations

Employers invited to participate in
summer Job Fair
Coastal will hold the fifth annual
Summer Job Fair on Wednesday, April 1
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Spadoni Park,
located on the campus between the Student
Center and Wheelwright Auditorium.
Area businesses are invited to participate in the fair which is open to Coastal

students as well as those from other colleges and universities. Employer registration is $20 and includes lunch and promotional materials.
For more information, call Coastal's
Job Locator Office at448-1481, 347-3161
or 546-0234, extension 2341 or 2333.

Indian classic featured as part of
international film series
Coastal will present the Indian ftlm
Pather Panchali on Sunday, March 22 at 3
p.m. in Wheelwright Auditorium. The mm
is the sixth in the seven-part international
ftlm segment of the
1991-1992 Wheelwright Passport. Tickets
for Pather Panchali are $3. or $2 for students, and are available in advance or at the
door.
Pather Panchali, Indian director Satyajit
Ray's nrst film, is an internationally acclaimed mm of a Bengali family and their

youngest child and only SQll, Apu. As the
family tries to cope with their conflicting
goals and dreams, Apu manifests these conflicts. After the death of Apu' s aunt and
older sister, the family makes the move to
the city of Benares with hopes that their
aspirations will be realized there. Filmed on
a shoestring budget, the film is a poignant
depiction of family life. The film was
released in 1958.
For more infonnation on Wheelwright
Passport events, contact the Wheelwright
Box Office al349-2502.

Coastal crime report for February
Submitted by Campus Police

The college community is reminded
that all South Carolina motor vehicle laws
apply to students, faculty, and staff, even
when driving on campus. Out-of-state students should be mindful that their driver's
license, vehicle registration. and inspection
requirement for their parti~uIar state has to
be kept current. Being an out-of-state student is not an exemption. The person driving a vehicle must have his or her driver's
license in possession, even when driving on
campus.
State Citations issued for violations of
S.C. motor vehicle laws for the month of
February include: three-expired vehicle

, I 5
GIV YOU 5 LF
I

license; three--no vehicle license; one-no
driver's license; two-expired driver's license; two-expired vehicle inspections;
two-driving under suspension; one-failure to yield right of way.
Students, faculty, and staff are urged to
wear seat belts whenever the vehicle is in
motion. One citation was written for failure
to wear seat belt.
Everyone is encouraged to maintain
the safe condition of their vehicles. One
citation was written for improper rear lights.
Citations are issued to insure that a safe
driver is behind the wheel and to promote
the safe operation of the vehicle.

You can make your summer break count by enrolling in
courses at Coastal Carolina College. Whether wanting to
get ahead or just catch up, you can accumulate a full
semester's credits through Coastal's May semester and two
summer sessions. Plus, you can live in our campus
apartments for only $75 a week, and our Job Plac~ment
Office will help you in your search for a summer Job.
Plan to attend summer classes, pick up a schedule in the
Registration Office, and meet wi~h your advisor.. You 111P.y
register now for summer classes In your academtc
department or in the Registration Office.

May Semester begins May 11
. Summer I begins June 8
Summer II begins July 13

COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
University of South Carolina System
CIIsItIc.. . (. . i • •f!nMIM ....... ..,Alitr ......
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Premium Chicken, Spicy or Mild Fried·- BBQ - Roasted

A BIG CHANGE FROM THE ORD
FAST FOOD TASTE

ARY

COMPLEMENT YOUR MEAL:

* Homemade biscuits * Sandwiches & Nuggets * Corn * Corn muffins *
Cajun-style rice * BBQ Beans * Cole Slaw * Chicken gumbo stew *
Attention Students, Faculty, and StafT:
Receive a 10% discount on any purchase with Coastal LD.

~10~w:~~~=:~~:~::~o~1
I One coupon per visit.
I Must present coupon
I at time of purchase.
I
I

Not to be combined
with any other offer

May 31 1992

Valid at :

Expires:'

I
I

I
I
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College discount, 10% off regular menu price with studnet I.D.

University Plaza
347-7501

arch 2 - pril
(Fall chedule arri e

arch 23 1992)

1. You will receive an appointment card in the mail.
2. Meet with your advi er on the cia of your regi tration
apponinnent.
3. Regi ter according to your a igned. appointment tim
in the Regi tration Office or ith your ad i or.
(If ou ha e elas at our eheduled registration time, ou
register after clas on that day. Al 0 additional make-up
are Ap~il 6 - .)
4. Your hedule and bill ill be mailed to you in Au
t
5. Pay b mail.
6. Sho up onciay A gu t 31 1992 for cIa e.

RE

r:

L

,-----------,
Any

Footl0l1Ub-

II
II
~.....
. . . . . . . . . .0 . _
0 ff II
II ..
.-F
L With coupon - expires MaY21~992--1

p....

r------------,
I Buy A Sub 6: 22 oz Drink, I

I Get Another Sub For Only I
C.·~
I rr
...........
--r:·99~
,. I
.... ...-!- ....
I ......
I
992
1
L With co~~ :.:.~~~Y2. .:2 --.I

JI.....

Regular Perms - $22.50
Spiral Perms.. 38.25
Please Call 347-5530for an appointment with
Brenda

'The Perm pee ·al·
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All you need in this life is ignorance and
confidence and then Success is sure. •
I

--Mark Twain
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Coastal frightfully lacking in sexual harassment
Men on campus obviously hiding something
by CHASTITY PURITANICAL
Guest Writer

Hello, all you closet perverts out there.
My name is Chastity Puritanical, but you
may refer to me as Miss Puritanical.
Today's topic is sexual harassment.
Now, I know everyone out there would just
love to sexually harass everyo~ they meet
Especially helpless little females who cannot defend themselves. I, being just such.a
sweet, dainty, gazelle-like, female, understand women's fear of men.
(This is just a wee bit off the topic, but
I think Clarence Thomas should be drawn
and quartered and his testicles left to dry in
the sun.).
Ahem, where was I? Oh yes, sexual
harassment Well, I am certain that just
about every male on this campus would just
love to harass me, or any other breathtakingly beautiful woman. So, in an attempt to
lure out all of you perverts, I employed the
servicesofMissPedophelia Volupine. Miss
Volupine is a lovely young lady of 13. We
went shopping toge,ther and chose the outfit
you see her wearing in the photo to the right
I sent Miss Volupioe, in her chosen
attire, out around the Coastal campus last
Friday. She covered every inch of the
grounds, giving men more than ample opportunity to harass her. She then reported
back to me. I am disgusted to say that none

had the decency to even emit one wolfwhistle at the poor girl.
I had assumed that by this time I would
have the names of at least 20 men whom we
could take to court
Men, I find it disgraceful that not only
do you harbor the desire to harass women,
but you hide it, therefore becoming closet
sexual harassers. You probably go home at
night and harass imaginary women in the
b.athroom with the door locked. Well! I will
not have it! I'm going to track all of you
down and hide your dirty magazines!
You will not so easily allude me next
time. Miss Volupine has agreed to assist me
in conducting another experiment. Next
Friday she will assume similar attire and
solicit outside the library. I feel confident
that we will have some court cases this time.
Any men out there who are closet perverts and would like to come clean, please
feel free to proposition Miss Volupine. I
will see that you receive the appropriate
treatment
As a mater of fact, if anyone out there
would like to skip Miss Volupine, they may
come directly to me. I have equipment at
home with which I am quite skillful at
punishing bad little boys. Feel free to contact me at Chastity Puritanical, 69 S&M
Lane, Conway, SC 29526.

Miss Pedophelia Volupine wandered the Coastal campus attired in the
above outfit in an attempt to lure any possible sexual harassers into the
open.

LOST: SPOT
Spot is approximately 5'7", a little
taller on his skateboard. He has
dark curly hair, thickest on or
around his head. He is
characterized by hightops taped
to his feet. If you find him, please
return him to The Chanticleer.
We miss our Spot very much.

March 17, 1992
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"Flirtation, attention without intention."
--Max C'Rell

0
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lYe Deen raised as to why Arthur Smith, ,e xpresident of USC ~ not been brought up as a replaceEaglin at Coastal.
.
investigative reporting, one of our
ture at the left In the picture Smith, among
the grave digger scene from Hamlet. Tb
ohviou.~ that Smith is not doing his fair share of
hand on the shovel. On top of tha~ hi
ot VIew behind Maysie Wall .
.ght no actual charges against Smith. but
assumptions certainly can be made. It is no wonder Smith moved

Contact with presidential
Heinz 57 and Frenches' presents

candidates causes cancer in

labratory rats and anything
else that votes
by SARAH LOUDIN

arc

6 through

arch 20

aCKets of katsup and mustard
be given out in th,e overflow
area of the Student C,enter.

,Join the co.u ntry in
increasing awareness about
not eating plain foods.

e
h)

Assistant Editor

An astonishing breakthfough has occurred in preventive medicine just in time
for the 1992 primaries. Politics cause cancer. More-specifically, politicians cause
cancer.
It's no surprise, really, everything else
causes cancer. We should just be glad that
it isn't something like sex, or for some people,
golf.
Scientists have officially infmned the
public that direct contact with politicians
can result in the transmittance of E. coli
bacteria, which is carcinogenic. Apparently
transmittance occurs through all of the hand
shaking that candidates do.
Researchers believed at fast that cancer
could only be contracted after a long period
of contact. However, this has been proved
false. Any contact has the potential of
resulting in the debilitating disease.
One interesting twist is that only people
who actually vote attract theE. coli bacteria
Apparently, researchers say, the victim must
possess a certain degree of gullibility.
When a potential voter shakes a
politician's hand, the E. coli bacteria enters
the bloodstream. From there it travels to the

brain where it destroys the motor skills
required to enter a voting booth. Next, it
heads for the intestinal tract, where it causes
the victim to suffer d.iarrhea. Finally, the
bacteria settles in the right big toe where it
causes the toenail to develop cancerous
growths.
When questioned as to the possibility of
rmding a cure, scientist Gerald Muclcraker
said, "The cure is really quite simple, we
found it soon after discovering the disease. "
When pressed further to tell the pu1>lic just
what the cure is, Muckraker repli~, nOh,
we aren't going to tell anyone as long as only
voters are affected. The scientific community hasn't had a good laugh like this in

years."
Muckraker later implied that the cure
has something to do with Pepto Bismal and
a live chicken.
Politician Manly Stinlcray feels that it is
unfair of researchers to keep the cure to
themselves. "I'don't care if those geeks do
need a laugh, they probably also need an
enema and I'm not going to provide that"
Stinkray informed The Rooster that he has
purchased a case of Pepto Bismal and 20
live chickens to conduct some experiments
of his own. Muckraker is still giggling.

March 17, 1992
lilt the blind lead the blind, both shall tall
into the ditch. ~
--Matthew. XV. 14
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New Chancellor Position Up for Grabs
by NEWTON ZIMBACH
Staff Gael<

In the wake of our beloved chancellor's
decision to leave this worldclass institution
of higher education, we are faced with quite
a large dilemma Who will fill the vacancy?
Here, the nominees will tell you why they
should be chancellor.
EDDIE DYER (political Science Professor) - "I will be able to continue my "Top
Ten" ~tings in The Chanticleer, but nobody will be able to edit me. Also, if our
campus should be indicted in any wrong
doings, I can personally bail us out. I not
only can teach, but am allowed to practice
law in this state. Burmp!
RONALD INGLE (Vice-Chancellor
Academic Affairs) - "I need a bigger office,
and besides, I'm qualified!"
lONATHAN SHANKS (SGA President) - "I've been doing this job all along!
Really, it wouldn't even be a transition. But
I'll only take the job if I'll be called Mr.

President, Chancellor sounds too much like
a name for a newspaper."
BOB SQUATRIGLIA (Associate
Chancellor Student Affairs) - "111 have to
decline, I've accepted another job at the
University of Idaho. I was given an offer I
couldn't refuse, but it's still a secret, the press
doesn't even know ... shhhhh!"
DICK SINGLETON (Chancellor
emeritus?)- "It's about time! Ideserveit,no,
I mean, well ... Yes, Damnit! I deserve this
position!"
Our new Chancellor will be chosen by
a panel of diverse people from this campus:
Three grounds keepers (these people were
foupd to have the least bias toward selecting
a new chancellor); two students (one having
the highest campus GPA, the other, the
lowest); and three members from the Chess
Club. The rationale behind the selection of
the members of this panel is that they don't
have the slightest idea about what they are
doing, thus we will be no worse than we
were before.

(\Vanted:)
Chancellor for small college that is
now a branch of USC, but may
change at any moment.
Eaglin receives flowers from one of George Bush's favored aids. Bush hoped
to win Eaglin over with kindness.

The Real Reason Eaglin is Leaving
in One Hundred Words or Less
tJ.~ 11.1\ t? ( OJ L,o
V
~ After weeks of int~nsive research, the
real reason Eaglin is leaving has been discovered. George Bush has asked Eaglin to
replace Dan Quayle as vice president on his
ticket.
The whole Moorehead State thing is
just a rus. When asked why he did not want
anyone to know his plans Eaglin answered
"I wanted it to be a surprise. I was going to
have little cameras installed in Horry County
voting booths so I could see the looks on the
faces of the Coastal staff when tHey saw my

name ben~th George's. I was especially
looking forward to fuming a particular political science professor who likes to make
up things abOut me. " ·
Eaglin will not actually leave Coasta)
unless he is elected and will not be making
any public appearacnes. The History Club
invited Eaglin to speak to the students about
his bid for VP, but Eaglin declined.
When questioned about his decision
Eaglin said, "I don't care very much for
making speeches, but if they want to get
together and sing some of those really cool
songs for the 60s, I'll be available."

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Ability to hedge.
2. Ability to avoid decisions.
3. Able to speak without 'saying
anything.
4. Able to look like something is
being done when nothing is.
Applications will be accepted through
April 1, 1992.
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-Einstein

come in different sizes?
Virgil Stud
Sophomore, Art

they don't charge

"No, I don't think they should come in
different sizes. 1be little guys will tend
to feel left out"

Mr. COnehead
Senior, Phallic Science

Chuckie
Freshman, Elementary Education

"I'm all for extra large condoms, they
make lovley rain hats."

"TIley come in red, green, blue, neon
pi~ glow-in-lhe-dark, striped, spotted,

Richard Head
nior, Physical Ed\1cation

zebra print, French tickler, lubricated,
sheep skin, and most recently printed
with a facimile of the American flag.
Why shouldn't they be different sizes
too?"

010

team go down like the Titanic

One onlooker said, "It was terrible!
One minute I was watching a perfectly nice
game and the next all hell broke loose. Arms
and legs everywhere! Inner tubes we.re
popping and sinking! It was horrible, horrible ...
o inquest is planned in the case as
offICials suspect that it was an act of God.
Campus officials are now asking for
voulunteers to help dredge the pool. Bodies
have clogged the drains and overflow areas
so that the gym is in danger of being fl~ed.
People with pickup trucks are especially
ed to donate their time.
Some environmentally active students
set up a protest outside the pool. They were

concerned that once the pool had been
cleaned, all the refuse would be thrown out
Officials have agreed JO recycle the inner
tubes, but have not yet fOWld a way to

recycle the water polo teams. Anyone who
would be interested in taking them off the
school's hands should contact the Intramural Office.

n

/

"
____ -J"
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--/

Photo unavailable. Artist's rendering of catastrophe in the Coastal pabl.

a," a joint production
e Platinum Club, to
---_:torium April 1.
$30 for the public.
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HEAD TO HEAD: CONDOM SIZE
For Different Sizes
Against Different Sizes
by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

I recognize (theoretically) that penis
size has very little (or big) to do with performance. However, if what I overheard in
high school locker rooms during my stint as
wrestling statistician can be believed, penis~ do come in different sizes. (I, of
course, have no personal know ledge on
which to base this assumption.)
Now, if penises come in different sizes,
should not condoms also? If I were ever
(theoretically) in a situation in which the
man in question, found it necessary to wear
a condom, I would certainly want him to be
comfortable. I would think that a snug
fitting condom could adversely affect perforinance.' Conversely, if a condom were
too loose, I am inclined to believe that slip-

page could occur, nullifying the positive
implications of wearing the damn thing in
the [ust place.
I understand that the major difficulty
with the idea of sizing condoms, is that no
one would buy the small size. I have a
simple solution. Rather than offer small,
medium, and large, offer small, medium,
large, and extra-large and design the actual
sizes so that an average penis would be
large. Only the smallest guys would need to
wear medium and no one would actually
require a small.
. Of course, there is another reason why
I am in favor of condom sizes. I like su~
prises, but I think some things should be
known. Big things may come in small
packages, but I would still like to know
whether or not the package is going to fit in
my pocket.

by MICHAEL WALLICK
Staff Columnist

I cannot believe it, and I am outraged by
this movement by women, particularly our
own assistant editor, Sarah Loudin, to have
con<Jom companies start packaging those
little sockers in small, medium, large, and
extra large sizes. I guess I can understand
where she and the others are coming from
though. I spoke with Sarah, and she told me
she was tired of being deceived by men who
over-rated their masculinity, and had little
to really offer.
However, there are a couple of problems. I do not relish the idea of standing in
a group of men comparing my size to determine whether I am small or possibly
medium. Another problem is cost. Will I
have to spend the same amount for my small

(oops, the cat is out of the bag) as one who
requires, say, an extra-large.
And what of sexual prowess as far as
making do with what one has. I can see men
being rejected on the basis of their condom
size, yet no one truly knows the skill of a
swordsmen until he un-zi-, oops, unsheathes
his weapon and tests it in bed, oops, battle.
I think the world is sufficiently populated as to determine the sizing of condoms
unnecessary. People must be doing quite
well with the system as it is or someone
would have changed it a long time ago. I
vehemently support that it is not the size of
the wave, but the motion of the ocean that
counts. Of coarse, I must admit that things
may have change.d in the two years I have
exercised celibacy, for even a condom is not
a sure thing against AIDS.

Monk's Solitary Comer / Dr. Hannibal Lecter
"The Hidden Truth"
"I know what you're thinking about,"
said Tweed1edum; "but it ain't so, nohow."
"Contrariwise," continued Tweedledee,
"if it was so, it might be, and if it were so, it
would be; butas it isn't, it ain't That's logic."

1'f
.,'I.j.;~.: 1 ~z..~o~ .~~y:!S=~e~/J~~
t}:·:-:;:·: ..::

that the secret meanmg of the um-

tttt~~~]t· verse (according to the Church of

:.:::::.::..:.:.;.:.:.;~. Scientology and other great institutions like the Roman Catholic Church) is
contained in this article;·you just have to
figure out where. Other than that, as usual,
nothing else in this article will make sense.
Many thanks to Ahasuerus for taking time
out to masturbate all during spring break so
that I might ejaculate my theories, as it were.
Utilizing the latest advances in modem
dating, I have tried to pick-up chicks. Unfortunately, the hens don't seem to like me
playing with their babes. The rooster likes
me fine. Personally, I like him deep-fat
fried. Green Tomatoes are new grunts,
though. . Never send "them ahead of the
platoon; chances are it won the Oscar for
best nose-picker.
Lately, I've been hawking loogies at my
cell co~r, but since I'm in a cylindrical
womb, I've decided to order out for Chinese.
Japanese don't like our work ethic. We don't
like their coccyxes. (I wonder if that's the
correct plural. I wander about cooking pupils).
. . . , I love rubber. Not rubbers, mind

you, leave a little spare room at the end to
catch the force of Nolan Ryan's pitch black.
White and green slides down. Pain shoots
up/ Idiots shoot up too-tu. An angel appeared absent-minded, although always abstractlyangelic. A bummer, that bum, always
begging in his blessed, holey dress. I'm not
quite sure what Beelzebub would say, but he
hasn't spoken since his vow of marriage to
David Duke. They'll probably win the
NAACP. At the A&P tl}ey watch their Ps &
Qs. Vodka mixes well with water and oil.

20W5150 ...
. . . clockwork orange is like moldy
grapefruit; both taste ...
Loiter over that last statement. It's at
the end of time. The easiest way there is a
black whole lot of love. Taking instinct
versus consciousness and addi'ng unconscious and archetypes and synchronicities
and mysterious ways, you get a lot of merde
ana wasted trees and spring break vacationers. The Grand Canyon is grand; but the
girls are suntanned. Which is worse: cancer
or AIDS? Jockitch or being turned down at
night clubs? I frequently turn down the
frequency if nothing's playing on Sunni who
now lives inSan Diego. For all everybody
thinks that California's the place to be and
they loaded up the truck and moved to
Beverly--they're three hours behind the
times.
Sure, raise your hands if you're ...
Hell, brimstone and treacle. Sting,
Stang, Stung, the Bees and John Belushi's
dead. Elvis lives. And people idolize the fat,
old druggie.. Which one? People are dying .

Your grandmother rots away while you laugh
in your selfish pig -sty. A man talks to
himself. Lice infests and maggots breed.
Your friend bangs your friend. You are a
limp cheese among the sewer rats of the
world. What do you do? No exit.
Isn't it funny how things change, yet
remain the same bull . . . A falling star
streaks across the sky, leaving its imprint
upon the atmosphere. So does car exhaust
Exhausting the time-worn love-thing. Who
cares anymore? Most marriages end in
divorce nowadays anyways. Ever had
cheddar cheese popcorn? It's easier to eat
that and watch TV than think about your
spouse's thoughts. It's easier to write, to act,
than actually do. Misery and "I'm your
number one fan"; today and what everybody
thinks of themselves, Or just reflections,
projections, illusions.
Truthfully, on fIre the desire of the
pretty leg in a mini-skirt; and the wish for
something else in the mini-skirt--like a
chocolate mousse mounted on a 9021 0 head.
Give me the good old days--whenever they
were: boulevard of broken dreams with wet
boys and girl scouting. The Preacher with
his cross country trek from Coastal to visions of Bourbon Street. Pat OS and Absinthe. Booze an Blues. The Sun and the
King. King and Dixon. Come on in my
kitchen and the Terraplane Blues. Flat foot
Sam and Tee Na Nee Na Noo. What does it
all add up to-two? The God transcendent
and descendent. The staggering through the
doe of Caesar's palace. Ask Caligula. Ask
Claudius.the lame, the god. La la la, la la la,

the lady with the spinning head. She's back;
and suppose you might have loved her.
What happens when you see her? You treat
her. With sweets. With sweats. With liposuction. Not. Naught Ought Control the
animal urge, the passion surge. The drums
play, the passion play. Night and day you
say, you pray. Night and day all right. The
longing, the burning by the frre of desire.
The quench in the kiss. fA divine bliss expanded. A caress examined. A laugb' expanded. Circling and turning in the widening gyre. Rocks and rhythm. The beat
thrusting in upon the threshold.
Koyaanisgatsi. The four cycles. The
kachinas descended from the heavens to the
great womb. Anasazi. The first bearers in
the desert land. This is cactus land. The
prickly pear dancing and throbbing with the
look. Coyote dances and howls. From the
San Francisco peaks, the spirit peaks in the
dance. The land is fertile. Mother bares.
Brown bears. Mule deer. Utah Juniper.
Jupiter just a ball of gas. Blowing hot air.
Going nowhere. The kachinas masked men.
Koyaanisgatsi. Life out of balance. A
whimper ...
In a wonderland they lie,
Dreaming as the days go by,
Dreaming as the summers die:
Ever drifting down the stream-Lingering in the golden gleam-Life, what is it but a dream?
A star fall, a phone call,
It joins all ...
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USatire will always be unpleasant to those
that deserve it. .. --Thomas Shadwell
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USC mascot evokes pitty.

Do-it yourself, connect-the-dot cartoon. Feel free to add your own dots.
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The staff of The Rooster would
like to remain as anonymous as our
individual personalities will allow.
f you want to know who we are,
go suck a lemon.

discoura2e
WANT TO ASK FOR TOO MUCH. RIOlIT7

rom coming to Harvard by

tbe~ea.

isclaimer:
pril fool's came about two weeks early this year.
The Rooster is intended to be entirely humorous, we
may have fallen short on that in some cases, but we
did our best. If you are in any way offended by any
of our content, we probably intended for you to be.
We hope you enjoy our sense of humour, and even if
you do not, too bad, we are going to do it again when
you least expect it.

The Rooster is published every now and then. Articles in The Rooster do not necessarily express the
opinions of the staff of The Chanticleer, or of Coastal Carolina College. Letters submitted will be
edited. The Rooster is barely funded through food stamps and social security. This paper is protected
under the copyright laws of the United States. All submissions become property of The Rooster.
1EMBER SOUTH CAROLINA FARCICAL PRESS ASSOCIATION COLLEGIATE DIVISION

LETTERS POLICY
The Rooster will print anything, so
actually there is no policy.
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"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on his roost, if
only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau
~
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Rumours concerning Chancellor's leaving abound
Everyone (not including natives of Horry County) is aware that Coastal's Chancellor,
Ron Eaglin, is leaving to take a job at Morehead State, supposedly.
Eaglin, for some reason, will not say exactly why he prefers to work at Morehead State,
giving up the chance to really get some people mad at him by expressing an opinion
concerning secession. If he stayed he might even get a chance to participate in a fist fight
with Palms.
'
Eaglin's refusal to talk has resulted in a number of hypotheses. The Rooster, in an
attempt to confuse anyone left who is not already, offers the followi.ng to help clear up all
the stuff going around.

Coastal Chancellor Take_s Job as Bird
by :MCGANAHAN SKUELLIFETTV
staff Corespondent

Ron Eaglin, Coastal's current chancellor. will step down to take on the job of
USC's zany mascot "Cocky."
His contract includes a six figure salary, company car, paid vacations, and a live10 maid and hair stylist.
Eaglin: who incidentally, turned down
lofty position as president of Morehead
tate in Kentucky, will continue at Coastal
ntil mid-June and begin hisjobas "Cocky"

on July 1.
Ron Ingle, who would be the interim
period chancellor, is said to be courting
sports entertainment positions at Clemson
and West Virginia. According to anonymous sources, several' tenured professors
are also considering similar moves.
"It's an outrage," one adm inistrator said,
"Higher education is going to the birds.
These men are acting like animals."

Continued on page 5.

Chancellor Ron Eaglin regales friends with tales of rumours Circulating about
his leaving Coastal.

Green beer contaminated by leprechauns
by SEAN O'REILLY
staff Irishman

Do not drink the green beer. Repeat, do not drink the
green beer. Green beer has been discovered to contain vast
amounts of laxative most likely placed there by leprechauns.
Apparently lepreChauns are tired of mankind portraying them in what they term "a highly derogatory manner."
Mickey O'Malley, representative for the leprechaun
movement, agreed to meet with press early this morning. He

would answer no questions, saying he had only come to
make a statement "We are sick and tired of being treated as
if we're different, just because we're a little shorter and like
to wear green. 111 have you know we're somewhat partial to
blue as well. We are well aware that sending you all to the
toilet for a day won't solve our problems, but you'll be able
to hear us laughing for miles."
O'Malley then left despite attempts to catch him and
make him tell us where his gold is hidden.

UFO sightings increasing in Horry County
by MARGARET HANRAHAN

Paul Rice. even though not a native of Horry
County. gazes at the sky, hoping to catch a
glimpse of a UFO.

Sightings of UFO's in Horry County have increased in
the past few days. Even though Horry County seems to be
a favorite spot for UFO's normally, the number seen recently
exceeds all expectations.
Some experts theorize that the contamination of green
beer may have something to do with the increase in UFO
sightings.
"We think the leprechauns may have placed some sort
of hallucinogenic in the beer along with the laxatives.

They're certainly close enough to the ground to h'!.ve access
to mushrooms."
Paul Rice, a professor here at Coastal, was discovered
leaning against a tree with his eyes turned skyward early this
morning. When questioned as to what he was doing, he
answered "Shhhh! They're coming, 1 can feel it." When
pressed to explain himself he said "The aliens in the neon
green ship will be back soon. 1 brought some green beer to
give them as a peace offering." Rice then took a drink. from
a mug of green beer and returned his eyes to the sky.

